ABSTRACT. The am of the paper is to find suitable conditions so as to ultimately establish the existence and uniqueness of the extension of a pairwise 8-continuous map onto an arbitrary extension-space of a bitopological space.
) A subset A of a space (X,QI,Q2) is said to be pairwise dense if every non-empty subset of X which is the intersection of a QIopen set and a Q2-ope n set, has non-void intersection with A.
2. MAIN THEOREM AND ASSOCIATED RESULTS. DEFINITION 3 . A space (X*,QI*,Q2*) is said to be an extension of a space (X,QI, Q2 if QI*/X=QI,Q2*/X=Q2 and X is pairwise dense in X*.
For an extension (X*,QI*,2*) of (x,91,Q2), a map f (X,QI,Q2)Y,PI,P2) and a point x of X* (of Y) let Nx*l we are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this paper as follows PROOF. For x X we take f*(x)=f(x), and for each x X*-X we choose and fix a point of [PI-ClU:U N2(f,Nx*2)}]n[P2-clV:VNI(f,Nx*I)}] and define it to be f*(x); the latter choice is possible since f is pairwise g-proper.
We first prove that for each P.-open set U of Y, 
